FIELD REPORT
DATE: March 15, 2012

PROJECT: Independence Park Main Library
WEATHER CONDITIONS: Cloudy - 77°
REPORTED BY: Benjamin R. Bradford, The Library Design Collaborative

IN ATTENDANCE: Benjamin R. Bradford and Robbie Posey

OBSERVATIONS:
1) Temporary power from the new building transformer is on.
2) The removal of the pink concrete that encased the electrical duct bank to the old transformer has been completed. These obstructed the pouring of the pile caps in the locations it was removed.
3) Pile driving is complete.
4) Structural steel sequence No. 1 has 90% of the concrete pile caps complete, and the concrete grade beams and pedestals approximately 30% complete.
5) The staging area to the west of the BREC theatre parking lot has been fenced off.

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE:
1) Continue the installation of the concrete work in the structural steel sequence No. 1.
2) Resume the installation of the subsurface drainage system.
3) Structural steel sequence No. 1 erection is scheduled to start March 28th.

ATTACHMENTS:
1) Two (2) pages of photographs from the site visit.
2) Seven (7) pages of the structural drawings indicating the structural steel sequencing from left (west) to right (east). These drawings are reduced from the full size sheets and not to scale.